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Abstrat
We survey lassial and reent developments in numerial linear algebra, fousing on two
issues: omputational omplexity, or arithmeti osts, and numerial stability, or perfor-
mane under roundo error. We present a brief aount of the algebrai omplexity theory
as well as the general error analysis for matrix multipliation and related problems. We em-
phasize the entral role played by the matrix multipliation problem and disuss historial
and modern approahes to its solution.
1 Computational omplexity of linear problems
In algebrai omplexity theory one is often interested in the number of arithmeti operations
required to perform a given omputation, modelled as a programme whih reeives an input
(a nite set of elements of some algebra) and performs a sequene of algebra operations (ad-
dition, subtration, multipliation, division, and salar multipliation). This is alled the total
(arithmeti) omplexity of the omputation.
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Moreover, it is often appropriate to ount only
multipliations (and divisions), but not additions or multipliations by xed salars. These
notions an be formalized [BCS97, Denition 4.7℄. For now, let us invoke
Notation. Let F be a eld, let F[x1, . . . , xn] ⊆ A ⊆ F(x1, . . . , xn) be an F-algebra, and let
Φ = {ϕ1, . . . , ϕm} be a nite set of funtions. The total arithmeti omplexity of Φ will be
denoted LtotA (Φ), and its multipliative omplexity by LA(Φ).
Intuitively, this is the minimal number of steps required to ompute all of ϕ1, . . . , ϕm starting
from a generi input (x1, . . . , xn), with intermediate results in A (in all ases we onsider, A
will simply be the algebra of polynomials or of rational funtions in the input variables, and will
not always be expliitly indiated). The input and all intermediate results are understood to be
stored in memory, and the simultaneous omputation of a set Φ of funtions means that at the
end of the programme Φ is ontained in the set of results.2
Let U , V , andW be nite-dimensional vetor spaes over F, and onsider the lass of bilinear
funtions ϕ : U × V → W (whih inludes matrix multipliation). To dene the multipliative
omplexity of suh a funtion, hoose bases {ui}1≤i≤m, {vj}1≤j≤n, and {wk}1≤k≤p, so that
ϕ
 m∑
i=1
xiui,
n∑
j=1
yjvj
 = p∑
k=1
ϕkwk.
1
This model only ounts the operations and ompletely ignores storage and ommuniations osts, limitations
on preision, details of how arithmeti is implemented (in partiular we are not ounting bit operations), et.
2
For example, X0 := x, X1 := X0 ·X0, X2 := X1 ·X1, X3 := X2 ·X0 is a programme, using 3 operations
solely multipliations in this example, whih omputes x5, as well as any subset of {x, x2, x4, x5}, in A = F[x].
1
We regard the oeients as variables, so that eah ϕk is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2
in x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn.
Denition (Cf. [BCS97, Denition 14.2℄). L(ϕ) = LF[x1,...,xm,y1,...,yn]
(
{ϕ1, . . . , ϕp}
)
.
Beause we are onsidering the multipliative omplexity, this is a well-dened notion that does
not depend on the hoie of bases.
It turns out that the multipliative omplexity of a bilinear funtion ϕ : U × V → W is
ontrolled by a somewhat more well-behaved notion, the rank R(ϕ). This is a standard notion
in multilinear algebra, whih generalizes that of the rank of a linear map.
Denition. Let t ∈ V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vn. The rank R(t) is the smallest r suh that one an write
t =
∑r
i=1 ti with eah ti a monomial tensor, i.e., of the form ti = v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn for some vi ∈ Vi.
In ase ϕ : U × V → F is the bilinear map orresponding to a linear funtion ϕ˜ : U → V ∗,
the rank R(ϕ) is the rank of ϕ˜ in the usual sense. Well-known algorithms, suh as Gaussian
elimination, as well as the fast algorithms desribed in this paper (see Setion 1.4), an quikly
ompute the rank of a matrix, but determining the rank of a tensor of order 3 already seems to
be quite diult. Computing the rank of a given tensor is a ombinatorial or algebro-geometri
problem [Lan08℄.
We now explain how the rank ontrols the omplexity of a bilinear funtion. First, by a
known result of Strassen (see [BCS97, Proposition 14.4℄), if ϕ : V → W is a quadrati map
between nite-dimensional vetor spaes, that is,
ϕ
(
n∑
i=1
xivi
)
=
p∑
j=1
ϕj(x1, . . . , xn)wj
for some bases {vi}1≤i≤n (resp. {wj}1≤j≤p) of V (resp. W ) and homogeneous polynomials ϕi ∈
F[x1, . . . , xn] of degree two, then we need not searh through some rather large lass of pro-
grammes to nd one whih omputes ϕ optimally, for in fat L(ϕ) = LF[x1,...,xn]
(
{ϕ1, . . . , ϕp}
)
equals the smallest l ≥ 1 suh that
ϕ(v) =
l∑
i=1
fi(v)gi(v)wi (1)
for some linear funtionals fi, gi ∈ V
∗
. (Note that suh a formula immediately gives an obvious
algorithm omputing ϕ(v) using only l (non-salar) multipliations.)
Now let ϕ : U × V → W be a bilinear map between nite-dimensional vetor spaes. This is
overed by the preeding result of Strassen, sine a bilinear map U × V → W may be regarded
as a quadrati map via the isomorphism F[U × V ] = F[U ] ⊗ F[V ]. A bilinear algorithm for ϕ
amounts to writing
ϕ(u, v) =
r∑
i=1
fi(u)gi(v)wi (2)
for ertain linear funtionals fi ∈ U
∗
, gi ∈ V
∗
, and wi ∈ W . The minimum suh r is the
rank R(ϕ). Note that the rank of ϕ is not neessarily the same as its bilinear omplexity,
despite the superially similar-looking formulae (1) and (2). However, by deomposing a linear
funtional f : U × V → F as f(u, v) = f(u, 0) + f(0, v), one an see that
L(ϕ) ≤ R(ϕ) ≤ 2L(ϕ).
It is often easier to work with the rank rather than the more subtle notion of multipliative (or
total) omplexity, and the above inequality shows we do not lose muh in doing so.
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1.1 Algebrai omplexity of matrix multipliation
The basi problem is to ompute the (total or multipliative) omplexity of multiplying two
n× n matries. This is a diult question whose answer is not at present known for n = 3, for
instane.
Matrix multipliation is a bilinear problem (see Setion 1)
ϕ : Mn×n(F)×Mn×n(F) →Mn×n(F)
(X,Y ) 7→ XY =
(
n∑
l=1
XilYlj
)
1≤i,j≤n
whose orresponding tensor will be denoted
〈n, n, n〉 :=
∑
1≤i,j,k≤n
uij ⊗ vjk ⊗ wki.
For n = 2 Winograd proved [Win71℄ that seven multipliations are required, so L
(
〈2, 2, 2〉
)
=
R
(
〈2, 2, 2〉
)
= 7, but for n = 3 even the rank is not known at present (it is known that 19 ≤
R
(
〈3, 3, 3〉
)
≤ 23; see [BCS97, Exerise 15.3℄, [Lan08℄).
Instead of xing n, one onsiders the asymptoti omplexity of matrix multipliation:
ω(F) = inf
{
τ ∈ R
∣∣∣∣∣ LtotF[Xij ,Yij ]
({
n∑
l=1
XilYlj
∣∣∣∣∣ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n
})
= O(nτ )
}
(3)
so that n × n matries with entries in F may be multiplied using O(nω(F)+η) operations,3 for
every η > 0.
First of all, one an replae the total omplexity in (3) by the multipliative omplexity or
by the rank [BCS97, Proposition 15.1℄ and get the same exponent. Seond, ω(F) is invariant
under extension of salars [BCS97, Proposition 15.18℄, so it does not depend on the exat hoie
of eld F (e.g., Q versus R or C), but rather only on its harateristi, whih is usually taken to
be zero (so ω denotes ω(C)).
The value of ω is an important quantity in numerial linear algebra, as it determines the
asymptoti omplexity of not merely matrix multipliation but also matrix inversion, various
matrix deompositions, evaluating determinants, et. (see Setions 1.4 and 2.3).
An obvious bound is 2 ≤ ω ≤ 3, sine the straightforward method of matrix multipliation
uses O(n3) operations, on one hand, while on the other hand we need at least n2 multipliations
to ompute n2 independent matrix entries. The rst known algorithm proving that ω < 3 was
Strassen's algorithm, detailed in Setion 2.1, whih starts with an algorithm for multiplying
2×2 matries using seven multipliations and applies it reursively, giving ω ≤ log2 7. This idea
of exploiting reursion will be explored in the next setion.
1.2 Asymptoti bilinear omplexity via tensor ranks
The basi idea behind designing fast algorithms to multiply arbitrarily large matries, thereby
obtaining good upper bounds on ω, is to exploit reursion: multipliation of large matries an
be redued to several smaller matrix multipliations. One obvious way to do this is to deompose
3
Tehnially, division is not allowed, as the omputation should be in F[Xij , Yij ], although this is no restrition
if F is an innite eld (see [BCS97, Remark 15.2℄).
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the matrix into bloks, as in Strassen's original algorithm. Strassen's laser method [BCS97,
Setion 15.8℄ is a sophistiated version of this, where several matrix-multipliation tensors are
eiently paked into a single bilinear operation (not neessarily itself a matrix multipliation).
The rank of the tensorin fat the border rank, whih will be dened belowis used to keep
trak of the omplexity of the resulting reursive algorithm, and appears in the resulting in-
equality for ω. This idea of reursion is also behind the group-theoreti algorithms desribed
in the next setion.
We have mentioned that the exponent of matrix multipliation may be dened in terms of
the rank R
(
〈n, n, n〉
)
:
ω(F) = inf
{
τ ∈ R
∣∣ R(〈n, n, n〉) = O(nτ ) } .
The reason for dealing with the rank rather than diretly with the omplexity measure is that
the rank is better behaved with respet to ertain operations, and this will be useful for deriving
bounds on the asymptoti omplexity via reursion. In partiular [BCS97, Proposition 14.23℄,
we have
R(ϕ1 ⊗ ϕ2) ≤ R(ϕ1)⊗R(ϕ2)
for bilinear maps ϕ1 and ϕ2, while the orresponding inequality with L in plae of R is not
known to be true. Let 〈e, h, l〉 be the tensor of Me×h ×Mh×l → Me×l matrix multipliation.
Sine 〈e, h, l〉 ⊗ 〈e′, h′, l′〉 ∼= 〈ee′, hh′, ll′〉 [BCS97, Proposition 14.26℄, we have R
(
〈ee′, hh′, ll′〉
)
=
R
(
〈e, h, l〉
)
R
(
〈e′, h′, l′〉
)
. Using properties of the rank funtion, it is easy to derive bounds on ω
given estimates of the rank of a partiular tensor.
Example. If R
(
〈h, h, h〉
)
≤ r, then hω ≤ r.
The rst generalization is to allow retangular matries, via symmetrization: we have
R
(
〈e, h, l〉
)
= R
(
〈h, l, e〉
)
= R
(
〈l, e, h〉
)
(another nie property of the rank not shared by the multipliative omplexity), so ifR
(
〈e, h, l〉
)
≤
r, then R
(
〈ehl, ehl, ehl〉
)
≤ r3, and therefore
(ehl)ω/3 ≤ r. (4)
The next renement is to multiply several matries at one. But rst we need to disuss
border rank. The border rank appears as follows. The idea is that one may be able to approx-
imate a tensor t of a ertain rank by a family t1(ε) =
∑r
i=1 ui(ε) ⊗ vi(ε) ⊗ wi(ε) of tensors of
possibly smaller rank, meaning
ε1−qt1(ε) = t+O(ε)
for some positive integer q. The border rank R(t) is the smallest r for whih this is possible.
This has a geometri interpretation, studied by Landsberg [Lan08℄.
The border rank is always less than or equal to the rank, and shares some of its proper-
ties, inluding that of being hard to determine. Landsberg [Lan06℄ proved that R
(
〈2, 2, 2〉
)
=
R
(
〈2, 2, 2〉
)
= 7, but for n = 3 the best result known is 14 ≤ R
(
〈3, 3, 3〉
)
≤ 21 (to be ompared
with the estimate 19 ≤ R
(
〈3, 3, 3〉
)
≤ 23 mentioned before).
The border rank may be stritly less than the rank. For instane, the rank of
t = x1 ⊗ y1 ⊗ (z1 + z2) + x1 ⊗ y2 ⊗ z1 + x2 ⊗ y1 ⊗ z1
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is 3, but its border rank is only 2:
ε−1t1(ε) := ε
−1 [(ε− 1)x1 ⊗ y1 ⊗ z1 + (x1 + εx2)⊗ (y1 + εy2)⊗ (z1 + εz2)] = t+O(ε),
as an be seen by expanding the left-hand side.
The importane of the border rank is that, as in this example, the original tensor may be
reovered from t1(ε) by omputing the oeient of some power of ε; in other words, from
suh an approximate algorithm for omputing t we may reover an exat one. This expansion
inreases the number of monomials, so this does not help to ompute t itself; the magi happens
when we ompute t⊗N for large N . Taking tensor powers orresponds to multiplying matries
reursively.
The border rank replaes the rank in a renement of (4), so that R
(
〈e, h, l〉
)
≤ r implies
(ehl)ω/3 ≤ r. A bit of work, generalizing this to the ase of several simultaneous matrix multi-
pliations, results in Shönhage's asymptoti sum inequality
R
(
s⊕
i=1
〈ei, hi, li〉
)
≤ r =⇒
s∑
i=1
(eihili)
ω/3 ≤ r. (5)
From these sorts of onsiderations, one an see that good bounds on the asymptoti om-
plexity of matrix multipliation an be obtained by onstruting spei tensors of small border
rank whih ontain matrix tensors as omponents; this is the idea behind Strassen et al.'s laser
method.
The priniple of the laser method [BCS97, Proposition 15.41℄ is to look for a tensor t, of
small border rank, whih has a diret-sum deomposition into bloks eah of whih is isomorphi
to a matrix tensor, and whose support is tight, ensuring that in a large power of t one an nd
a suiently large diret sum of matrix tensors. Then one an apply (5).
This ombinatorial method was used by Coppersmith and Winograd [CW90℄ to derive ω <
2.376, the best estimate urrently known.
1.3 Group-theoreti methods of fast matrix multipliation
As explained in the previous setion, the general priniple is to embed several simultaneous
matrix multipliations in a single tensor, via some ombinatorial onstrution to ensure that the
embedding is eient.
A rough sketh of Cohn et al.'s [CKSU05℄ group-theoreti algorithms is that they involve
embedding matrix multipliation into multipliation in a group algebra C[G] of a nite group G.
The embedding uses three subsets ofG satisfying the triple produt property to enode matries
as elements of the group algebra, so that the matrix produt an be read o the orresponding
produt in C[G]. The number of operations required to multiply two matries is, therefore, less
than or equal to the number of operations required to multiply two elements of C[G]. As a ring,
C[G] ∼= Md1×d1(C) × · · · ×Mdr×dr(C), where d1, . . . , dr are the dimensions of the irreduible
representations of G (see, for instane, [Lam01, Chapter 3℄). This isomorphism may be realized
as a Fourier transform on G, whih an be omputed eiently. In other words, multipliation
in C[G] is equivalent to several smaller matrix multipliations, and one an apply the algorithm
reursively in order to get a bound on ω.
Cohn et al.'s embedding is of a very partiular type, based on the following triple produt
property: if there are subsets X, Y, Z ⊆ G suh that xx′−1yy′−1zz′−1 = 1, then x = x′, y = y′,
and z = z′. This realizes the |X| × |Y | by |Y | × |Z| matrix multipliation AB by sending axy
to
∑
axyx
−1y and by′z to
∑
by′zy
′−1z; the triple produt property ensures that one an extrat
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the matrix produt from the produt in the group algebra by looking at the oeients of x−1z
for x ∈ X and z ∈ Z.
It may be more onvenient, as in the previous setion, to enode several matrix multi-
pliations via the simultaneous triple produt property: for Xi, Yi, Zi ⊆ H one should have
xix
′
j
−1yjy
′
k
−1zkz
′
i
−1 = 1 −→ i = j = k and xi = x
′
i, yi = y
′
i, zi = z
′
i. It follows from (5) that∑
i
(
|Xi||Yi||Zi|
)ω/3
≤
∑
k
dωk .
We remark that the simultaneous triple produt property in H redues to the triple produt
property in the wreath produt G = Hn ⋊ Symn, so the groups atually output by this method
turn out rather large.
From this initial desription it is not at all lear what kinds of groups will give good bounds.
To this end, Cohn et al. introdue several ombinatorial onstrutions, analogous to those of
Coppersmith and Winograd, whih produe subsets satisfying the simultaneous triple produt
property inside powers Hk of a nite Abelian group H, and hene the triple produt property
inside wreath produts of H with the symmetri group. This reprodues the known bounds ω <
2.376, et.
The group-theoreti method therefore provides another perspetive on eiently paking
several independent matrix multipliations into one. In both ases the essential problem seems
to be a ombinatorial one, and one an state ombinatorial onjetures whih would imply ω = 2.
1.4 Asymptoti omplexity of other linear problems
One an also use reursive divide-and-onquer algorithms to prove that the asymptoti om-
plexity of other problems in linear algebra is the same as that of matrix multipliation. This
justies the emphasis plaed on matrix multipliation in numerial linear algebra.
As a simple example, we will begin with
Example (matrix inversion). On one hand, we have the identityI A 00 I B
0 0 I
−1 =
 I −A AB0 I −B
0 0 I
 ,
whih shows that two n × n matries may be multiplied by inverting a 3n × 3n matrix. This
shows that if an invertible n×n matrix an be inverted in O(nω+η) operations, then the produt
of two arbitrary n× n matries an also be omputed in O(nω+η) operations.
In the other diretion, onsider the identity(
A B
C D
)−1
=
(
A−1 +A−1BS−1CA−1 −A−1BS−1
−S−1CA−1 S−1
)
, S := D − CA−1B.
This shows that inversion of
(
A B
C D
)
∈M2n×2n(C) an be redued to a ertain (xed) number of
n × n matrix multipliations and inversions.4 Unfortunately, the indiated inverses, e.g., A−1,
may not exist. This defet may be remedied by writing
(
A B
C D
)
= X = X∗(XX∗)−1. Now
XX∗ is a positive-denite Hermitian matrix, to whih the indiated algorithm may be applied
(both its upper-left blok and its Shur omplement will be positive-denite and Hermitian).
We onlude that fast multipliation implies fast inversion of positive-denite Hermitian, and
therefore of arbitrary (invertible), matries.
4
For instane, 2 inversions and 6 multipliations.
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Example (LU deomposition). Suppose, for instane, that one wishes to deompose a matrix A
as A = LUP , where L is lower triangular and unipotent, U is upper triangular, and P is a
permutation matrix. Note that not every matrix has suh a deomposition; a suient ondition
for it to exist is that A have full row rank.
One an give a reursive algorithm [BCS97, Theorem 16.4℄, due to Bunh and Hoproft,
for omputing the deomposition in ase A has full row rank, via a 2 × 2 blok deomposition
of A. This involves one inversion of a triangular matrix, two appliations of the algorithm to
smaller matries, and several matrix multipliations; we elide the details. Sine multipliation
and inversion an be done fast, analysis of this algorithm shows that if an n× n matrix an be
multiplied in O(nω+η) operations, then the LU deomposition of an m× n matrix an be done
in O(nmω+η−1) operations, that is O(nω+η) in the ase of a square matrix.
To show, onversely, that fast LU deomposition implies fast matrix multipliation, one notes
that detA may be omputed from an LU deomposition of A, and that omputing determinants
is at least as hard as matrix multipliation (f. [BCS97, Theorem 16.7℄). This shows that the
exponents of matrix multipliation, LU deomposition, and determinants oinide.5
Further examples involving other linear problems may be found in the literature; see [BCS97℄
and also Setion 2.3.
2 Numerial stability of linear problems
Numerial stability is just as important for the implementation of any algorithm as omputa-
tional ost, sine aumulation and propagation of roundo errors may signiantly distort the
output of the algorithm, making the algorithm essentially useless. On the other hand, if roundo
error bounds an be established for a given algorithm, this guarantees that its output values
an be trusted to lie within the regions provided by the error bounds. Moreover, suh regions
an typially be made small by inreasing the hardware preision appropriately. Fast matrix
multipliation algorithms, from Strassen's algorithm to the reent group-theoreti algorithms of
Cohn et al., an be analysed in a uniform fashion from the stability point of view [DDHK07℄.
The roundo-error analysis of Strassen's method was rst performed by Brent ([Bre70,
Hig90℄, see also [Hig02, hap. 23℄). The analysis of subsequent Strassen-like algorithms is
due a number of authors, most notably by Bini and Lotti [BL80℄. This latter approah was
advaned in [DDHK07℄ to build an inlusive framework that aommodates all Strassen-like
algorithms based on stationary partitioning, bilinear algorithms with non-stationary partition-
ing, and nally the group-theoreti algorithms of the kind developed in [CU03℄ and [CKSU05℄.
Moreover, ombining this framework with a result of Raz [Raz03℄, one an prove that there
exist numerially stable matrix multipliation algorithms whih perform O(nω+η) operations,
for arbitrarily small η > 0, where ω is the exponent of matrix multipliation.
The starting point of the error analysis [DDHK07℄ is the so-alled lassial model of rounded
arithmeti, where eah arithmeti operation introdues a small multipliative error, i.e., the
omputed value of eah arithmeti operation op(a, b) is given by op(a, b)(1 + θ) where |θ| is
bounded by some xedmahine preision ε but is otherwise arbitrary. The arithmeti operations
in lassial arithmeti are {+,−, ·}. The roundo errors are assumed to be introdued by every
exeution of any arithmeti operation. It is further assumed that all algorithms output the exat
value in the absene of roundo errors (i.e., when all errors θ are zero).
5
Compare this result on determinants with the problem of omputing the permanent, whih is NP-hard!
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The error analysis an be performed with respet to various norms on the matries A, B,
C = AB, as will be made lear in the next setion. It leads to error bounds of the form
‖C
omp
−C‖ ≤ µ(n)ε‖A‖ ‖B‖ +O(ε2), (6)
with µ(n) typially low-degree polynomials in the order n of the matries involved, so that
µ(n) = O(nc) for some onstant c. Swithing from one norm to another is always possible, using
the equivalene of norms on a nite-dimensional spae, but this may inur additional fators
that depend on n.
2.1 Reursive matrix multipliation: Strassen and beyond
In his breakthrough paper [Str69℄, Strassen observed that the multipliation of two 2× 2 blok
matries requires only 7 (instead of 8) blok multipliations, and used that remarkable ob-
servation reursively to obtain a matrix-multipliation algorithm with running time O(nlog2 7).
Preisely, the produt(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
×
(
B11 B12
B21 B22
)
=
(
C11 C12
C21 C22
)
,
an be omputed by alulating the submatries
M1 = (A11 +A22)(B11 +B22)
M2 = (A21 +A22)B11
M3 = A11(B12 −B22)
M4 = A22(B21 −B11)
M5 = (A11 +A12)B22
M6 = (A21 −A11)(B11 +B12)
M7 = (A12 −A22)(B21 +B22)
and then ombining them linearly as
C11 = M1 +M4 −M5 +M7
C12 = M3 +M5
C21 = M2 +M4
C22 = M1 −M2 +M3 +M6.
Starting with matries of dyadi order, this algorithm an be applied by reursively parti-
tioning eah matrix into four square bloks and running these omputations. This yields running
time O(nlog2 7) ≈ O(n2.81). Sine any matrix an be padded with zeros to ahieve the nearest
dyadi order, the dyadi size assumption is not restritive at all.
The breakthrough of Strassen generated a urry of ativity in the area, leading to a num-
ber of subsequent improvements, among those by Pan [Pan78℄, Bini et al. [BCRL79℄, Shön-
hage [Sh81℄, Strassen [Str87℄, and eventually Coppersmith and Winograd [CW90℄. Eah of
these algorithms is Strassen-like, i.e., uses reursive partitioning and a speial trik to redue
the number of blok matrix multipliations.
Suh reursive algorithms for matrix multipliation an be analysed as follows. Reall that
bilinear funtions an be evaluated via bilinear algorithms, as in Equation (2). Sine they do not
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use ommutativity of the oordinates, these algorithms apply equally well when the input entries
are elements of a non-ommutative algebra; their reursive use for matrix multipliation is then
straightforward. A bilinear non-ommutative algorithm (see [BL80℄ or [BD78℄) that omputes
produts C = AB in Mk×k(F) using t non-salar multipliations over a subeld H ⊆ F (not
neessarily equal to F)6 is determined by three k2×t matries U , V and W with elements in H
suh that
chl =
t∑
s=1
wrsPs, where Ps =
 k2∑
i=1
uisxi
 k2∑
j=1
vjsyj
 , r = k(h− 1) + l,
h, l = 1, . . . , k,
(7)
where xi (resp. yj) are the elements of A = (aij) (resp. of B = (bij)) ordered olumn-wise, and
C = (cij) is the produt C = AB.
For an arbitrary n, the algorithm onsists of reursive partitioning and applying (7) to
ompute produts of resulting blok matries. More preisely, suppose that A and B are of
size n×n, where n is a power of k (whih an always be ahieved by padding the matries
A and B with zero olumns and rows, as we already mentioned). Partition A and B into
k2 square bloks Aij , Bij of size (n/k)×(n/k). Then the bloks Chl of the produt C = AB
an be omputed by applying (7) to the bloks of A and B, where eah blok Aij , Bij has
to be again partitioned into k2 square sub-bloks to ompute the t produts Ps and then the
bloks Chl. The algorithm obtained by running this reursive proedure logk n times omputes
the produt C = AB using at most O(nlogk t) multipliations.
Theorem ([DDHK07, Theorem 3.1℄). A bilinear non-ommutative algorithm for matrix multi-
pliation based on stationary partitioning is stable. It satises the error bound (6) where ‖ · ‖ is
the maximum-entry norm and where
µ(n) =
(
1 + max
r,s
(αs + βs + γr + 3) logk n
)
·
(
emax · ‖U‖ ‖V ‖ ‖W‖
)logk n.
Here αs = ⌈log2 as⌉, βs = ⌈log2 bs⌉ and γr = ⌈log2 cr⌉ where as and bs (resp. cr) are the number
of non-zero entries of U and V (resp. W ) in olumn s (resp. row r), while emax is an integer
that depends (in a rather involved way) on the sparsity pattern of the matries U , V and W .
This theorem an be subsequently ombined with the result of Raz [Raz03℄ that the exponent
of matrix multipliation is ahieved by bilinear non-ommutative algorithms [Raz03℄ to produe
an important orollary:
Corollary ([DDHK07, Theorem 3.3℄). For every η > 0 there exists an algorithm for multiplying
n-by-n matries whih performs O(nω+η) operations (where ω is the exponent of matrix multi-
pliation) and whih is numerially stable, in the sense that it satises the error bound (6) with
µ(n) = O(nc) for some onstant c depending on η but not n.
The analysis of stationary algorithms extends to bilinear matrix multipliation algorithms based
on non-stationary partitioning. This means that the matries A
[j]
s,omp and B
[j]
s,omp are parti-
tioned into k×k square bloks, but k depends on the level of reursion, i.e., k = k(j), and the
orresponding matries U , V and W also depend on j: U = U(j), V = V (j), W = W (j).
Otherwise the algorithm proeeds exatly like the stationary algorithms.
Finally, algorithms that ombine reursive non-stationary partitioning with pre- and post-
proessing given by linear maps Pren() and Postn() ating on matries of an arbitrary order n
6
Field extensions have no eet on the asymptoti omplexity, but hanging H will aet the onstants in µ(n).
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an be analysed using essentially the same approah [DDHK07℄. Suppose that the matries
A and B are eah (linearly) pre-proessed, then partitioned into bloks, respetive pairs of
bloks are multiplied reursively and assembled into a large matrix, whih is then (linearly)
post-proessed to obtain the resulting matrix C.
The analysis in [DDHK07℄ is performed for an arbitrary onsistent (i.e., submultipliative)
norm ‖·‖ that in addition must be dened for matries of all sizes and must satisfy the ondition
max
s
‖Ms‖ ≤ ‖M‖ ≤
∑
s
‖Ms‖ (8)
whenever the matrix M is partitioned into bloks (Ms)s (an example of suh a norm is provided
by the 2-norm ‖ · ‖2). Note that the previously mentioned maximum-entry norm satises (8)
but is not onsistent, i.e., does not satisfy
‖AB‖ ≤ ‖A‖ · ‖B‖ for all A, B.
Denoting the norms of pre- and post- proessing maps subordinate to the norm ‖·‖ by ‖·‖op,
we suppose that the pre- and post-proessing is performed with errors
‖Pren(M)omp − Pren(M)‖op ≤ fpre(n)ε‖M‖ +O(ε
2),
‖Postn(M)omp − Postn(M)‖op ≤ fpost(n)ε‖M‖ +O(ε
2),
where n is the order of the matrix M . As before, we denote by µ(n) the oeient of ε in the
nal error bound (6).
Under all these assumptions, the following error estimate follows:
Theorem ([DDHK07, Theorem 3.5℄). A reursive matrix multipliation algorithm based on non-
stationary partitioning with pre- and post-proessing is stable. It satises the error bound (6),
with the funtion µ satisfying the reursion
µ(nj) = µ(nj+1)tj‖Postnj‖op ‖Prenj‖
2
op + 2fpre(nj)tj‖Postnj‖op + fpost(nj)‖Prenj‖
2
op
for j = 1, . . . , p.
2.2 Group-theoreti matrix multipliation
In this setion we desribe the group-theoreti onstrutions of Cohn et al. Our exposition
losely follows the pertinent parts of [DDHK07℄. To give a general idea about group-theoreti
fast matrix multipliation, we must rst reall some basi denitions from algebra.
Denition (semidiret produt). If H is any group and Q is a group whih ats (on the left)
by automorphisms of H, with q · h denoting the ation of q ∈ Q on h ∈ H, then the semidiret
produt H ⋊Q is the set of ordered pairs (h, q) with the multipliation law
(h1, q1)(h2, q2) = (h1(q1 · h2), q1q2). (9)
We will identify H×{1Q} with H and {1H}×Q with Q, so that an element (h, q) ∈ H⋊Q may
also be denoted simply by hq. Note that the multipliation law of H ⋊ Q implies the relation
qh = (q · h)q.
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Denition (wreath produt). If H is any group, S is any nite set, and Q is a group with a
left ation on S, the wreath produt H ≀Q is the semidiret produt (HS)⋊Q where Q ats on
the diret produt of |S| opies of H by permuting the oordinates aording to the ation of Q
on S. (To be more preise about the ation of Q on HS , if an element h ∈ HS is represented as
a funtion h : S → H, then q · h represents the funtion s 7→ h(q−1(s)).)
Denition (triple produt property, simultaneous triple produt property). If H is a group and
X, Y, Z are three subsets, we say X, Y, Z satisfy the triple produt property if it is the ase
that for all qx ∈ Q(X), qy ∈ Q(Y ), qz ∈ Q(Z), if qxqyqz = 1 then qx = qy = qz = 1. Here
Q(X) = Q(X,X) is the set of quotients; Q(S, T ) :=
{
st−1
∣∣ s ∈ S, t ∈ T } ⊆ H.
If { (Xi, Yi, Zi) | i ∈ I } is a olletion of ordered triples of subsets of H, we say that this
olletion satises the simultaneous triple produt property (STPP) if it is the ase that for
all i, j, k ∈ I and all qx ∈ Q(Xi,Xj), qy ∈ Q(Yj , Yk), qz ∈ Q(Zk, Zi), if qxqyqz = 1 then
qx = qy = qz = 1 and i = j = k.
Denition (Abelian STP family). An Abelian STP family with growth parameters (α, β) is a
olletion of ordered triples (HN ,ΥN , kN ), dened for all N > 0, satisfying
1. HN is an Abelian group.
2. ΥN = { (Xi, Yi, Zi) | i = 1, 2, . . . , N } is a olletion of N ordered triples of subsets of HN
satisfying the simultaneous triple produt property.
3. |HN | = N
α+o(1)
.
4. kN =
∏N
i=1 |Xi| =
∏N
i=1 |Yi| =
∏N
i=1 |Zi| = N
βN+o(N)
.
Reall from Setion 1.3 that in [CKSU05℄ matrix-multipliation algorithms are onstruted
based on families of wreath produts of Abelian groups.
To get into more details, we must reall basi fats about the disrete Fourier transform
of an Abelian group. For an Abelian group H, let Ĥ denote the set of all homomorphisms
from H to S1, the multipliative group of omplex numbers with unit modulus. Elements of Ĥ
are alled haraters and are usually denoted by the letter χ. The sets H, Ĥ have the same
ardinality. When H1, H2 are two Abelian groups, there is a anonial bijetion between the
sets Ĥ1 × Ĥ2 and (H1 ×H2)
∧
; this bijetion maps an ordered pair (χ1, χ2) to the harater χ
given by the formula χ(h1, h2) = χ1(h1)χ2(h2). Just as the symmetri group Symn ats on H
n
via the formula σ · (h1, h2, . . . , hn) = (hσ−1(1), hσ−1(2), . . . , hσ−1(n)), there is a left ation of Symn
on the set Ĥn dened by the formula σ · (χ1, χ2, . . . , χn) = (χσ−1(1), χσ−1(2), . . . , χσ−1(n)).
Notation. The notation Ξ(Hn) will be used to denote a subset of Ĥn ontaining exatly one
representative of eah orbit of the Symn ation on Ĥ
n
. An orbit of this ation is uniquely
determined by a multiset onsisting of n haraters of H, so the ardinality of Ξ(Hn) is equal
to the number of suh multisets, i.e.
(|H|+N−1
N
)
.
Given an Abelian STP family, the orresponding reursive matrix multipliation algorithm
is dened as follows. Given a pair of n-by-n matries A,B, nd the minimum N suh that
kN · N ! ≥ n, and denote the group HN by H. If N ! ≥ n, multiply the matries using an
arbitrary algorithm. (This is the base of the reursion.) Otherwise redue the problem of
omputing the matrix produt AB to
(|H|+N−1
N
)
instanes of N ! × N ! matrix multipliation,
using a redution based on the disrete Fourier transform of the Abelian group HN .
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Padding the matries with additional rows and olumns of 0's if neessary, one may assume
that kN ·N ! = n. Dene subsets X,Y,Z ⊆ H ≀ SymN as
X =
(
N∏
i=1
Xi
)
× SymN , Y =
(
N∏
i=1
Yi
)
× SymN , Z =
(
N∏
i=1
Zi
)
× SymN .
These subsets satisfy the triple produt property [CKSU05℄. Note that |X| = |Y | = |Z| = n.
Now treat the rows and olumns of A as being indexed by the sets X, Y , respetively; treat the
rows and olumns of B as being indexed by the sets Y, Z, respetively.
The algorithm uses two auxiliary vetor spaes C[H ≀ SymN ] and C[Ĥ
N ⋊ SymN ], eah of
dimensionality |H|NN ! and eah with a spei basis: the basis for C[H ≀ SymN ] is denoted by
{ eg | g ∈ H ≀ SymN }, and the basis for C[Ĥ
N⋊SymN ] is denoted by { eχ,σ | χ ∈ Ĥ
N , σ ∈ SymN }.
The Abelian STP algorithm from [CKSU05℄ performs the following steps, whih will be
labelled aording to whether they perform arithmeti or not. (For example, a permutation of
the omponents of a vetor does not involve any arithmeti.)
1. Embedding (no arithmeti): Compute the following pair of vetors in C[H ≀SymN ].
a :=
∑
x∈X
∑
y∈Y
Axyex−1y
b :=
∑
y∈Y
∑
z∈Z
Byzey−1z.
2. Fourier transform (arithmeti): Compute the following pair of vetors in C[ĤN ⋊
SymN ].
aˆ :=
∑
χ∈ bHN
∑
σ∈SymN
 ∑
h∈HN
χ(h)aσh
 eχ,σ.
bˆ :=
∑
χ∈ bHN
∑
σ∈SymN
 ∑
h∈HN
χ(h)bσh
 eχ,σ.
3. Assemble matries (no arithmeti): For every χ ∈ Ξ(HN ), ompute the following
pair of matries Aχ, Bχ, whose rows and olumns are indexed by elements of SymN .
Aχρσ := aˆρ·χ,σρ−1
Bχστ := bˆσ·χ,τσ−1
4. Multiply matries (arithmeti): For every χ ∈ Ξ(HN ), ompute the matrix prod-
ut Cχ :=AχBχ by reursively applying the Abelian STP algorithm.
5. Disassemble matries (no arithmeti): Compute a vetor cˆ :=
∑
χ,σ cˆχ,σeχ,σ ∈
C[ĤN ⋊SymN ] whose omponents cˆχ,σ are dened as follows. Given χ, σ, let χ0 ∈ Ξ(H
N )
and τ ∈ SymN be suh that χ = τ · χ0. Let
cˆχ,σ :=C
χ0
τ,στ .
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6. Inverse Fourier transform (arithmeti): Compute the following vetor c ∈ C[H ≀
SymN ].
c :=
∑
h∈HN
∑
σ∈SymN
 1
|H|N
∑
χ∈ bHN
χ(−h)cˆχ,σ
 eσh.
7. Output (no arithmeti): Output the matrix C = (Cxz) whose entries are given by
the formula
Cxz := cx−1z.
The main result of [DDHK07℄ establishes the numerial stability of all Abelian STP algorithms.
Theorem ([DDHK07, Theorem 4.13℄). If { (HN ,ΥN , kN ) } is an Abelian STP family with
growth parameters (α, β), then the orresponding Abelian STP algorithm is stable. It satises
the error bound (6), with the Frobenius norm and the funtion µ of order
µ(n) = n
α+2
2β
+ o(1).
Remark ([DDHK07, Remark 4.15℄). The running time of an Abelian STP algorithm an also be
bounded in terms of the growth parameters of the Abelian STP family. Speially, the running
time is [CKSU05℄ O
(
n(α−1)/β+ o(1)
)
. Note the urious interplay between the two exponents,
(α − 1)/β and (α + 2)/2β: their sum is always bigger than 3, sine α ≥ 2β + 1 is one of the
requirements for an Abelian STP onstrution:
α− 1
β
+
α+ 2
2β
=
3α
2β
≥
6β + 3
2β
> 3.
2.3 Matrix deompositions and other linear problems
The results about matrix multipliation from the previous setion an be extended to show that
essentially all linear algebra operations an also be done stably, in time O(nω) or O(nω+η), for
arbitrary η > 0 [DDH07℄. For simpliity, whenever an exponent ontains +η, it will heneforth
mean for any η > 0. Below we summarize the main results of [DDH07℄.
The rst result in [DDH07℄ an be roughly summarized by saying that n-by-n matries an
be multiplied in O(nω+η) operations if and only if n-by-n matries an be inverted stably in
O(nω+η) operations. Some extra preision is neessary to make this laim; the ost of extra
preision is inluded in the O(nη) fator.
Other results in [DDH07℄ may be summarized by saying that if n-by-n matries an be
multiplied in O(nω+η) arithmeti operations, then the QR deomposition an be omputed
stably (moreover, linear systems and least squares problems an be solved stably) in O(nω+η)
arithmeti operations. These results do not require extra preision, whih is why one needs to
ount arithmeti operations rather than bit operations.
The QR deomposition an be used to stably ompute a rank-revealing deomposition, the
(generalized) Shur form, and the singular value deomposition, all in O(nω+η) arithmeti oper-
ations. Computing (generalized) eigenvetors from the Shur form, an be done by solving the
(generalized) Sylvester equation, all of whih an be done stably in O(nω+η) bit operations.
Here are a few more details about the work in [DDH07℄. The paper starts o by re-
viewing onventional blok algorithms used in libraries like LAPACK [ABB
+
99℄ and SaLA-
PACK [BCC
+
97℄. The normwise bakward stability of these algorithms was shown earlier
[Hig90, DHS95, Hig02℄ using (6) as an assumption. This means that these algorithms are
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guaranteed to produe the exat answer (e.g., solution of a linear system) for a matrix Cˆ lose
to the atual input matrix C, where lose means lose in norm:
‖Cˆ − C‖ = O(ε)‖C‖.
Here the O(ε) is interpreted to inlude a fator nc for a modest onstant c.
The running-time analysis of these blok algorithms in [DDH07℄ shows that these blok
algorithms run only as fast as O(n
9−2γ
4−γ ) operations, where O(nγ) is the operation ount of
matrix multipliation, with γ used instead of ω + η to simplify notation. Even if γ were to
drop from 3 to 2, the exponent
9−2γ
4−γ would only drop from 3 to 2.5, providing only a partial
improvement. However, further results in [DDH07℄ demonstrate that one an do better.
The next step in [DDH07℄ is the appliation of known divide-and-onquer algorithms for
reduing the omplexity of matrix inversion to the omplexity of matrix multipliation. These
algorithms are not bakward stable in the onventional sense. However, they an be shown to
ahieve the same forward error bound (bound on the norm of the error in the output) as a
onventional bakward stable algorithm, provided that they use just O(logp n) times as many
bits of preision in eah arithmeti operation (for some p > 0) as a onventional algorithm. Suh
algorithms are alled logarithmially stable.
Inorporating the ost of this extra preise arithmeti in the analysis only inreases the total
ost by a fator at most log2p n. Therefore, if there are matrix multipliation algorithms running
in O(nω+η) operations for any η > 0, then these logarithmially stable algorithms for operations
like matrix inversion also run in O(nω+η) operations for any η > 0, and satisfy the same error
bound as a onventional algorithm.
A divide-and-onquer algorithm for QR deomposition from [EG00℄ is simultaneously bak-
ward stable in the onventional normwise sense (i.e., without extra preision), and runs in
O(nω+η) operations for any η > 0. This algorithm may be in turn used to solve linear sys-
tems, least-squares problems, and ompute determinants equally stably and fast. The same idea
applies to LU deomposition but stability depends on a partiular pivoting assumption [DDH07℄.
The QR deomposition an then be used to ompute a rank-revealing URV deomposition
of a matrix A. This means that U and V are orthogonal, R is upper triangular, and R reveals
the rank of A in the following sense: Suppose σ1 ≥ · · · ≥ σn are the singular values of A. Then
for eah r, σmin(R(1 : r, 1 : r)) is an approximation of σr and σmax(R(r + 1 : n, r + 1 : n))
is an approximation of σr+1. The algorithm in [DDH07℄ is randomized, in the sense that the
approximations of σr and σr+1 are reasonably aurate with high probability.
Finally, the QR and URV deompositions in algorithms for the (generalized) Shur form
of nonsymmetri matries (or penils) [BDG97℄ lower their omplexity to O(nω+η) arithmeti
operations while maintaining normwise bakward stability. The singular-value deomposition
may in turn be redued to solving an eigenvalue problem with the same omplexity. Computing
(generalized) eigenvetors an only be done in a logarithmially stable way from the (general-
ized) Shur form. This is done by providing a logarithmially stable algorithm for solving the
(generalized) Sylvester equation, and using this to ompute eigenvetors.
This overs nearly all standard dense linear algebra operations (LU deomposition, QR
deomposition, matrix inversion, linear equation solving, solving least squares problems, om-
puting the (generalized) Shur form, omputing the SVD, and solving (generalized) Sylvester
equations) and shows that all those problems an be solved stably and asymptotially as fast
as the fastest matrix multipliation algorithm that may ever exist (whether the fastest matrix
multipliation algorithm is stable or not). For all but matrix inversion and solving (generalized)
Sylvester equations, stability means bakward stability in a normwise sense, and the omplexity
is measured by the usual ount of arithmeti operations.
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